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We prove an extended version of the scaling theorem for interacting Fleming-Viot processes, in 
the sense of weak convergence for stochastic processes. 
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1. Interacting Fleming-Viot processes 
Interacting Fleming-Viot processes were constructed in Vaillancourt (1990) to model 
the continuous-state-space evolution of allelic frequencies in a finite number of 
selectively neutral genetic populations, which are collectively undergoing indepen- 
dent mutation and correlated random genetic drift with fixed rates. Those probability 
measure-valued processes were shown to approach a finite system of interacting 
particles when appropriately resealed, in the sense of convergence of the finite- 
dimensional distributions. The present paper extends this result to weak convergence 
of processes on a space of GdlPg trajectories. The proof of tightness below is unusual 
in that it relies strongly on the properties of dual processes for the resealed sequence. 
Duality was developed as a tool to characterize limits and analyse their behaviour 
(see Dawson and Kurtz, 1982; Ethier and Kurtz, 1986) and has been used to prove 
finite-dimensional convergence (see, for instance, Dawson and Hochberg, 1985), 
but not weak convergence. 
We first recall some useful notation. Let S =[Wd, equipped with the euclidean 
norm 1.1, and denote its one-point compactification by g Letting ny denote 
the set of all mappings from {1,2, . . . , m} into {1,2, . . . , I} and ~4’ := 
lJrnZl (CF(S”) x Il?), we define 
F(E.c, (5 n)) := 
I 
f d rg, /4(i) (1.1) 
Srn 
for each (f, T) E ~4~ and each p = (CL,, pz,. . . , p,) E S(s)‘. The algebra generated 
by the constant functions on $ together with all functions of the form F( *, (f, CT)) 
for some (f, n) E &‘, is dense in C( S(s)r), the Banach space of bounded continuous 
real-valued functions on S(s)r with the sup-norm II.II. 
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Interacting Fleming-Viot processes (see Fleming and Viot, 1979, for the original 
construction and motivation when I = 1) may be characterized as solutions to 
martingale problems on the space of so-called cadlhg trajectories D([O, 00) : St($)r) 
with respect to second-order partial differential operators on a subset of C(S(S)‘), 
which in turn may be written as follows (see Vaillancourt, 1990, for details). 
For any F of the form (1.1) withfE C:(Y) and for all p E S(S)‘, let .$ denote 
the operator defined by 
j=l p=l 
where rli and rj are positive constants, $ = (qjk)&r is the interaction (stochastic) 
matrix Aj f represents the Laplacian acting on the jth coordinate off e CF(S”), 
aj,, : C(S”) + C(S*) is defined by (Dikf:=fIx~=x, -explicitly, this means 
@jkf(Xi, x2,. . . , x,) :=f(x,, . . . , xk-, , xj, x~+~, . . . , x,) so the kth coordinate is 
replaced by the jth -and -Sjp : IIT + IIf? is defined by 
Zjp(T)(k):= I’ t 
if k=j, 
n-(k) otherwise. 
This operator 8; is the generator of the interacting Fleming-Viot processes x 
associated with the interaction matrix 2, written in its dual form (see Dawson and 
Kurtz, 1982). ,,@ is therefore also the generator of a Markov process taking values 
in the space z:= U,,, (C?(Y) x ZIY) (where Cr denotes the bounded smooth 
functions). 
This function-valued dual to process x is denoted by (f, P)~ = (f;, 7it), started at 
(&, ~~0) E C(S”) x fly for some fixed m. The process 7r, has independent coordinates 
r,(j), each one a Markov chain on {1,2,. . . , I} with transition matrix 3 and 
successive exponential holding times ~~,~+_r with mean ET,~+~ = (?/rr,,,(j,)-’ for k = 
h 
0, 1,2, * . . , with 5... = 0. 
Process 5 is obtained via the construction of an operator-valued process (see 
Vaillancourt, 1990, for full details). 
Let 0 < c, < l2 < - * - < 5; < L+l = 00 with u=CJ,=,(u(p)--I) be the successive 
times of jump of the process fl to be constructed, in the case where W, - Z- is held 
fixed, and denote @,f:=f/.X,_.X,, where (i, j) = (i(i),j( f)) is the pair of random indices 
associated with jump 5, for I = 1,2,. . . , u. 
The operator-valued process R: is defined recursively on C(S”) by 
R;“:= K for t E LO, 5A 
HLT_S,~@,~O& for tE[&,&+,), 1=1,2 ,..., f4, 
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for the semigroup 
H;“g(x) := c( 7r, t) 
5 ( 
exp -(1/4r) !Z ~~fj~lxj-Yj12 g(y) dy, 
sm j=l 
where c(r, t) is that positive constant ensuring H;“l - 1. 
Let 0 = TV < 7, < 72 < . . * denote the successive jump times of process n. Given a 
countable collection {kR”: k = 0, 1,2, . . . ; T E l77) of independent copies of each 
process R”, define recursively ft, started at f0 E C( S”), by 
fi := kR;2Tl,(fik-) for t E [rk, Tk+i), k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , with fo- =fO. 
Using this construction and the results of Dawson and Kurtz (1982), the following 
result was proved in Vaillancourt (1990). 
Theorem 1.1. Given any P E 9’(S(s)r), the martingaleproblemfor (8, P) is well-posed 
(i.e., possesses a unique solution) in B(D([O, 00) : p(S)‘)). If we assume Ev(0) < Co, 
where we dejine v(t) := I;=, js (xl2 d(x(t))j(x), then we get Eu( t) <co for every 
t>o. 0 
The following properties of (f, rr)( are the only ones required below. 
(Pl) If fOE C(S) and ~~(1) = i, then fi = I-Z?(&) holds for all t E [0, 7,). 
(P2) If fOE C(s2) and 7r0( 1) = 7f0(2) = i, then, conditionally on the set {11 < T,}, 
we get fi = H?(f,) for all t E [0, J1) and fi = H&, 0 @ 0 Hz&) for all t E [cl, T,). 
2. The scaling theorem 
The scaling theorem below provides a picture of the macroscopic long-term 
behaviour of interacting Fleming-Viot processes. When appropriately resealed, they 
converge weakly as processes to a system of r particles performing independent 
Brownian motions in Rd, up to a random exponentially distributed time when one 
of the particles jumps to the location of another randomly chosen particle. The 
motion then proceeds afresh as r independent Brownian motions up until the next 
jump time. The jumping rate is fixed throughout. 
By an interesting coincidence, this limiting process turns out to be exactly the 
same as the bi-dual process for the original Fleming-Viot process. The bi-dual 
designates an interacting particle system which is in duality with the function-valued 
dual for Fleming and Viot’s probability measure-valued process. The forward Kol- 
mogorov equations for this bi-dual process were shown by Dawson and Hochberg 
to coincide with the system of moment equations for the Fleming-Viot process, this 
system being a key tool in some of their qualitative analysis of this last process (see 
Dawson and Hochberg, 1982). 
The resealed version of x, denoted by xn and corresponding to the changes in 
time scale t + n2t, space scale x + x/n and stochastic interpopulation sampling 
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matrix 2 +s2” = (qz), solves the well-posed martingale problem on 
.Y(D([O, 00) : S(s)r)) for operator $,, given by 
If we denote the limiting finite interacting particle system described above by 
(a,(t), Qz(?), . . * 3 q(t)) (consult Vaillancourt, 1990, for the explicit martingale prob- 
lem formulation), then let x&t) := (S,,,,,)l=, be its associated measure-valued rep- 
resentation. Assume that the scaling for matrix 2 is such that the following limit 
exists: lim,,, n2%?” E R’@Wr. The following theorem is an extension of the result 
of Dawson and Hochberg (1982). A weaker version, inspired by Dawson and 
Hochberg (1985), was proved in Vaillancourt (1990). 
Theorem 2.1. If x,(O) puts no mass at 00, then we have xn +,yu, in the sense of weak 
convergence of processes in LP(D([O, co) : P(S)‘)). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the tightness of {xn : n 2 1) in P(D([O, 00) : S(s)‘)) in 
order to get weak convergence in P(D([O, co): P(S)l)), since finite-dimensional 
convergence holds in the latter space (see Vaillancourt, 1990, for the proof). By 
Lemma 3.3 of Vaillancourt (1990), it suffices to show the tightness of (2, := 
Jfd(Xn)i+Igd(Xn)j: n z 1) in P(D([O, 00) : R)) for every choice of i,j = 1,2,. . . , r 
andf; g E C:(S). For this, we will apply a criterion of Aldous (see Ethier and Kurtz, 
p. 138) stating that tightness follows from the property 
Ifii”(: lim sup sup sup E(Z,,(u+h)-2,,(cr)12=0, (2.1) 
+ n--rag VEY”(T) OGhs6 
for each T > 0, where Y”(T) is the set of all discrete SF,-stopping times bounded 
by T. Here { Sf : t 2 0} is the filtration generated by process 2, on the Bore1 subsets 
of D([O, co) : W). 
Without loss of generality, we may check equation (2.1) with g = 0 in the definition 
of 2,. This verification will require the duality equation in a strong form (equation 
(2.2) below). Let {(f, 7~): = (f:. ~7): t z 0} denote the dual process for xn, obtained 
by the construction of Section 1 with the following modifications: yi becomes 
yn:=n2yi IF=, 4:’ m the construction of process n-” and becomes n2 yi in the construc- 
tion of process f”, for i = 1,2, . . . , r. The first jump of process rr” occurs at time ~7. 
Since both processes xn and (J; r)” are independent and in duality, and since x,, 
is a strong Markov process, the strong duality equation holds, i.e., for all h 2 0 and 
all u E Y’(T), we have 
E(F(xn(a+h), (f; r):)Ix,(o)) = E(F(xn(a), (f; r):)lxn(a)). (2.2) 
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Writing I&,( . ) for E( - ( ~~(a)), this implies 
&Iz(~+~)-z(~)12 
= J%F(X,(o-), (SOL n):)-J%F(X,(a), U-of, TX) 
-2F(~n(a), (.A ~);)(EJGn(~), (L n):) - EJ+(~), (f, g)o”)). 
(2.3) 
This last line is at most 2llfll Ilfi -fll = 2llfll III-I~~--fII s2vi/f(( IlAfl(h, because 
of property (Pl), so for this term equation (2.1) trivially holds. 
Since, by property (P2), we have lim,,, inf{t>O:(fOf):EC(S)}=Oinlawand 
lim n-rco T; = T:, an exponential random variable, we can condition on (~11 > 6) and 
get similarly that the first line of the right-hand side of (2.3) may be replaced by a 
term satisfying (2.1) plus 
F(x,(a), (f’, r)gn) -F(xn(a), U-of; q)gn). 
The expression in (2.4) equals 
(2.4) 
+ 
II 
If --f(%)12 d(Xn)i(a, XI) d(Xn)i(a, x2), 
a bounded continuous function of (Xn)i. Prior to r;, (Xn)i is just a single resealed 
Fleming-Viot process. Since this last process converges weakly to a Dirac measure 
at a Brownian motion (see Dawson and Hochberg, 1982), the expectation of (2.4) 
converges to 0 as n increases to infinity. 0 
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